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INTRODUCTION

Police officer encounters with members of the public have been increasingly placed under the national spotlight. High-profile cases involving the deaths of unarmed black youth and men such as Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri; Tamir Rice in Cleveland, Ohio; Eric Garner in Staten Island, New York; Alton Sterling in Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Philando Castile in St. Paul, Minnesota; and Jordan Edwards in Balch Springs, Texas, brought recent national attention to the problem of policing and racial violence.1 Although these cases of fatal police shootings spurred a national dialogue, racially biased policing is widespread and has a long history, reaching far beyond the cases that have recently gained media coverage. According to data collected by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, white
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1. Although media coverage has focused on the fatal encounters between police officers and men of color, there is a movement to recognize the many women of color also killed in fatal encounters with police officers. See Say Her Name, AFR. AM. POL’Y F., http://www.aapf.org/sayhername [https://perma.cc/DLV9-FMUH] (last visited Nov. 23, 2017).
officers killed black individuals almost twice per week between 2005 and 2012. Furthermore, according to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, black drivers are more likely to be pulled over and less likely to believe their stops were legitimate when compared to drivers of other races. These statistics and the stories that are covered through various media outlets highlight an American social problem: policing and police-public encounters threaten the lives and wellbeing of many Americans.

Psychologists and legal scholars have offered insightful critiques and evaluations of police-public encounters to both academic and nonacademic communities. In doing so, several psychological mechanisms that contribute to racially biased policing and increased racial violence have been presented and continue to be referenced within the legal literature. Although there are many psychological and situational factors at play, among the most highly cited are racial bias, stereotype threat, and racial anxiety.

In this Article, we build on this important work. We propose an additional mechanism called social evaluative threat (SET) that is likely also at play in police-public encounters. Broadly, there is strong evidence that the anxiety of being negatively evaluated or the anticipatory anxiety of believing one will be negatively evaluated sets off a coordinated, predictable, and typical biological and psychological response (described in detail below). From the perspective of the officer, these typical responses can be interpreted as suspicious and dangerous behavior, thus predisposing officers to make more aggressive actions towards members of the public. From the perspective of the individual being encountered, the anxiety can produce the very behavioral actions viewed by the officer as suspicious or dangerous. All together, the typical biological and psychological responses to SET and their role in police-public encounters is the conceptual model we refer to as social evaluative mechanics (SEM).

To focus our efforts on the relevance of SEM, we first provide a brief overview of previously presented psychological mechanisms identified in police-public encounters. We then use these mechanisms to contextualize SEM. Finally, we highlight SEM as a fruitful topic for further discussion between psychologists and legal scholars, which will lead to additional understanding and collaboration, and provide for additional police trainings.

---

I. PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED PSYCHOLOGICAL MECHANISMS

In March 2005, Professor Jerry Kang, a scholar at UCLA Law School, published an article called the *Trojan Horses of Race*.7 This piece became the seminal work upon which many subsequent applications of psychology to the law have been based. The article’s approach to navigating psychological research is the same approach that we apply throughout this Article. Specifically, we take a context-centered approach; and rather than providing an exhaustive or complete presentation of the literature on a specific psychological mechanism, we identify the studies that most closely replicate or mirror the basic components present in many police-public encounters. In this vein, we hope to provide contextually relevant evidence of the psychological mechanisms potentially contributing to violent encounters, including racially biased policing and racial violence. Below, we define three important psychological mechanisms at play in police-public encounters: implicit racial bias, racial anxiety, and stereotype threat. Finally, we offer a hypothetical police-public encounter to illustrate how these three psychological mechanisms are at play in police-public encounters.

A. Psychological Mechanisms: Implicit Racial Bias, Racial Anxiety and Stereotype Threat

Unlike explicit biases, which are attitudes and beliefs that we can endorse because they are a part of our conscious awareness, implicit biases refer to our attitudes and beliefs that operate outside of our conscious awareness.8 Implicit biases therefore often affect our actions and decisions without us knowing. Even more so, implicit biases can “conflict with conscious attitudes” and “predict a subset of real world behaviors.”9 Limiting this concept to implicit *racial* biases, there are two well-studied prejudices that require emphasis, especially when analyzing racial violence in the context of policing—the association of blackness and crime and the dehumanization of black people.

Americans associate black individuals with crime.10 While some work has shown that this association is explicit,11 other work confirms that this association is often implicit or operating outside of conscious awareness. For example, seeing black faces improves peoples’ ability to identify degraded photos of crime-relevant objects.12 More specifically, participants were shown images of crime-relevant objects (e.g., a gun). The images moved such that with each passing frame, the
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object in the image was more clearly revealed. Before the subject was asked to identify the object in these moving images as quickly as possible, some participants were briefly exposed to an image of a black face while others were exposed to either a white face or no face at all. Participants who were exposed to the black face were more able to detect the crime-relevant object (e.g., more quickly able to see that it was a gun) sooner than those participants who were primed with white faces or not primed with any face. This effect was only observed for crime-relevant objects; no such differences in visual processing speed were identified across conditions for objects that were not crime-relevant (e.g., a key or a stapler). Even further, the researchers provided evidence for the converse; once participants were thinking about crime, their attention was turned towards black male faces. Importantly, this ability to more quickly process crime-relevant objects after being primed with black faces, and this tendency to pay attention to black faces after thinking about crime, provides evidence of an association between blackness and crime. Together, these findings illustrate an implicit association between blackness and crime; while participants may not have been aware or may not have explicitly stated that they associate blackness with crime, their implicit cognitive processes demonstrate that they do. While it is out of the scope of the current review to detail all replications of this association or to discuss its likely causes, the study presented above provides an illustrative example.

Professor Song Richardson plainly articulates the consequence of implicit racial biases within the police context: “Once implicit biases are activated—and simply thinking about crime is sufficient to activate them—officers’ attention will be drawn to black men more readily than white men, even if they are acting identically and even if officers are not engaged in conscious racial profiling.” Thus, once a person’s attention is drawn to black men, the threshold to observe suspicious behavior or to engage in violent actions towards the black individual is reduced when compared to white individuals.

Another psychological mechanism, racial anxiety, causes a heightened nervousness or stress we experience due to interacting with someone from outside

---


15. Richardson, supra note 9, at 2965 (citation omitted).
our race.17 “People of color experience racial anxiety when they worry that they will be subject to discriminatory treatment. White people, on the other hand, experience it when they worry that they will be perceived as racist.”18 Although there is no single cause for racial anxiety because the process is an output of numerous cultural factors, one process that can generate racial anxiety is stereotype threat.19 “Stereotype threat is the concern one experiences when at risk of being perceived in light of a negative stereotype that applies to one’s group.”20

For example, a recent study by Cynthia Najdowskia and colleagues asked both white and black participants to describe their feelings about police officers.21 Black male participants reported that police officers were more frequently racially stereotypical, such as thinking that black males are criminals, when compared to both white participants and black female participants.22 The authors then provided a hypothetical police encounter to all participants, and again, black men anticipated feeling stereotype threat more often than other participants.23 The authors suggest that this study has “practical implications for understanding how the stereotype could ironically contribute to bias-based policing and racial disparities in the justice system.”24

B. A Hypothetical, Illustrative Police-Public Encounter

Consider the following hypothetical of an encounter involving a white police officer “Abaven”25 and a black individual “Zakkay.”26 The purpose of this hypothetical is to illustrate a generalized stereotyped27 encounter to exemplify the three psychological mechanisms defined above.

Zakkay lives in a working-class neighborhood that has a higher crime rate than surrounding neighborhoods. Many of Zakkay’s friends and family have been stopped by police, especially at “Ritzy Corner,” where police presence is heightened because there are several high-fashion stores typically patronized by richer individuals. Abaven has been a police officer for two years, and is assigned to the working-class neighborhood with explicit instructions to “clean this area up.”28

17. See WALTER G. STEPHAN & COOKIE W. STEPHAN, IMPROVING INTERGROUP RELATIONS (Jim Brace-Thompson et al. eds., 2001).
18. Godsil & Richardson, supra note 5, at 2235.
19. Id. at 2238–39.
21. Id. at 464–65.
22. Id. at 465.
23. Id. at 465–68.
24. Id. at 463.
25. Abaven is an Armenian name meaning “protector.”
26. Zakkay is an anglicized spelling of a Hebrew name meaning “clean or innocent.”
27. We cannot stress enough the stereotyped nature of this example. This example is merely meant to describe as explicitly as possible a scenario that integrates in race and precisely plays to culturally held stereotypes. In no way do we intend for this example to offend anyone reading this.
28. When discussing broken windows policing, a common phrase used by the public is that police need to “clean this area up.” See Millions Patch Up a Crime-Filled, Failing Phoenix Neighborhood,
Abaven sits in his patrol vehicle at Ritzy Corner. He often encounters crime within the area. From his perspective, his job requires that he is located at this corner, and in order to do his job well, he has become accustomed to scanning the corner for suspicious activity. We can categorize Abaven’s unconscious biases in three ways: (1) he unconsciously scrutinizes more individuals within the community who are of color; (2) he unconsciously holds a biased view of ambiguous behavior based on the individual’s race; and (3) he treats members of different racial groups disparately. Abaven holds implicit racial biases, associating people of color with criminality.

Zakkay leaves his apartment to make a purchase at the local convenience store, being well-aware that the corner is a location of heightened police activity. Zakkay is already in a heightened state of anxiety due to the perceived likelihood of an interracial encounter. Zakkay and the rest of the neighborhood know that all of the police officers at Ritzy Corner are white, even though the community is largely people of color. The community has little positive interaction with the police, including deeply held beliefs about and attitudes towards the police as a whole. For example, “85 percent of blacks think police are more likely to use force against a black person in most communities, compared with 63 percent of Hispanics and 39 percent of whites.” Moreover, “71 percent of blacks say police in their own community are more likely to use force against a black person compared with 47 percent of Hispanics and 24 percent of whites.”

Zakkay is experiencing racial anxiety, part of which is attributable to stereotype threat. From Zakkay’s perspective, white police officers commonly harass people from the community because of the stereotype that black men are criminals.

From his patrol vehicle, Abaven observes Zakkay adjust his pants while walking. Abaven perceives this as suspicious; he wonders if this is indicative of Zakkay carrying a weapon. Zakkay approaches a friend and greets him with a handshake. After some chit-chat, he walks towards the store. Abaven perceives this social interaction as “loitering” on the street, another suspicious behavior. Abaven is unaware that if he saw similar activity take place among white men, he would not perceive these behaviors as suspicious.

Abaven responds with this deeply held view that Zakkay has engaged in suspicious behavior that warrants a stop. Upon seeing the police lights, Zakkay

30. See Adam Fine & Elizabeth Cauffman, Race and Justice System Attitude Formation During the Transition to Adulthood, 1 J. DEVELOPMENTAL & LIFE COURSE CRIMINOLOGY 325, 326 (2015).
32. Id.
immediately becomes anxious and starts to sweat; his already-raised anxiety has become even more pronounced and observable. From Abaven’s perspective, these observable behavioral markers of anxiety and nervousness further his suspicions of Zakkay. Abaven approaches Zakkay with a controlling voice providing discrete instructions.

As the hypothetical unfolds, we can imagine additional instances where implicit racial bias, racial anxiety, and stereotype threat are at play. Nonetheless, a central component that requires specific focus is the evaluative aspect of this encounter. At many steps of the hypothetical, Abaven is evaluating Zakkay, and Zakkay is and feels as though he is being evaluated by Abaven. In addition, even before Zakkay is aware of Abaven’s presence, he has a notion that he could have an evaluative encounter with an officer in a location where officers frequent. As such, we bring to light another psychological mechanism, social evaluative threat (SET), which is likely also at play in police-public encounters.

II. SOCIAL EVALUATIVE MECHANICS (SEM)

As this illustrative, stereotyped, hypothetical encounter between Zakkay and Abaven unfolds, another psychological mechanism, SEM, informs much of the encounter, which we begin to describe from first principles.

A. The Social Self Under Threat

1. Theory of Mind

One feature of human beings is our ability to think about others’ thoughts. This is called theory of mind, an understanding that other people have their own thoughts, as well as their own desires, beliefs, and motivations, and that these cognitive and psychological experiences are independent from our own.

Humans are not born with theory of mind. Rather, through a number of different precursory skills (e.g., language) and experiences (e.g., social interactions), we show signs of theory of mind early in our childhood. In one illustrative

33. In addition, even before Zakkay is aware of Abaven’s presence, he has a notion that he could have an evaluative encounter with an officer in a location where officers frequent. To remain focused on our proposed psychological mechanism, we acknowledge but do not expound upon the anticipatory anxiety literature. For a discussion on the anticipatory anxiety literature, see Thierry Steimer, The Biology of Fear and Anxiety-Related Behaviors, 4 DIALOGUES CLINICAL NEUROSCIENCE 231 (2002).

34. Likewise, imagine instead of walking, Zakkay is pulled over by a police officer. Zakkay is sitting in his car with his hands on the steering wheel looking into his side mirror. You see the officer approach his already rolled down window. What does Abaven say? “License and Registration, please”? Or “Do you know why I pulled you over?” This section also describes SEM’s role in this hypothetical.


36. See David Premack & Guy Woodruff, Does the Chimpanzee Have a Theory of Mind?, 1 BEHAV. & BRAIN SCI. 515 (1978).

experiment, a four-year-old is given a candy box. Before opening it, she is asked what she thinks is in it. She excitedly responds “candy.” She is then allowed to open the box and, with great disappointment, sees that instead of candy, the box contains pencils. The child is then asked if a friend were given the same box, would he believe there were pencils or candy in the box? The four-year-old, like you, correctly thinks that a friend would similarly assume that the box contained candy. But when three-year-olds complete the identical experiment, they falsely believe that a friend would know that the candy box contains pencils. The three-year-old has not yet developed the understanding that “just because I know something does not mean other people do too.”

2. Social Evaluative Threat (SET)

As we grow older, our theory of mind becomes more deeply rooted, such that what used to be a challenging social cognitive step in development during childhood is automated and entrenched in our everyday thinking. We find that we may not agree with everyone’s thoughts and that sometimes we are wrong about what other people are thinking. But estimating other people’s thoughts can give us a social advantage, helping to facilitate productive social interactions.

Nonetheless, our ability to understand that others have thoughts that are independent from our own also might cause us to worry about others’ negative thoughts, specifically when they pertain to us. Even further, we might worry more about others’ negative thoughts when they pertain to something that we identify as an important skill or attribute that we possess.

SET involves the worry that others will make a negative judgment about a central component of one’s self-identity. Four elements are crucial to evoking SET: (1) a central goal is present; (2) the situation requires the display of skills or attributes through performance; (3) the goal is threatened because these skills and attributes might be or are negatively evaluated; and (4) the goal is threatened by factors that are out of the participant’s control. Altogether, a setting with these elements is threatening to the social self.

B. When Life Imitates Psychological Experiments

1. The Trier Social Stress Test

Perhaps one of the easiest ways to illustrate the relevance of SET to police-public encounters is to describe parallels between police-public encounters and an experimental paradigm used in psychology called the Trier Social Stress Test.

39. See id.
41. See id.
(TSST). The TSST is currently the single most dependable experiment to instigate SET. Although there are some variants, during the typical TSST, a participant walks into a room to find two or three “judges” sitting behind a desk. One judge informs the participant that she will have two minutes to prepare a five-minute speech about herself. This is usually framed as a job interview—the participant is challenged with “getting the job.” As such, the judge suggests that the participant highlights the strengths and qualifications that would typically be of value to any employer. Following the five-minute speech, the judges give the participant a challenging arithmetic problem (e.g., count backwards by 13 from 2571 for the next two minutes). When the participant gives an incorrect answer, the judge tells her that she is wrong and must start over. Throughout the entirety of the TSST, none of the judges gives any social cues to indicate a positive evaluation, such as smiling or nodding. Further, the judges appear to be taking notes on clipboards about the participants’ performance.

The TSST increases the likelihood that the participant will experience SET because it includes the four elements that are crucial to evoking SET: (1) a central goal is presented—get the job; (2) the situation requires the participant to display skills or attributes through performance—creative extemporaneous thinking and arithmetic competence through a speech and an oral test; (3) the goal is threatened because these skills and attributes might be negatively evaluated—no judges give social cues that they are impressed or receptive to the participant; and (4) the goal is threatened by factors that are out of the participant’s control—the participant is not allowed adequate time to prepare for the given tasks.

In addition to these core elements, when the TSST is conducted, there are two measures that are consistently implemented to further ensure the participant experiences SET. First, judges are given laboratory coats to wear. And second, the participant is informed that the entire task will be videotaped so that it can be reviewed at a later time.

42. Johanna U. Frisch et al., The Trier Social Stress Test as a Paradigm to Study How People Respond to Threat in Social Interactions, 6 FRONTIERS PSYCHOL. 1, 13 (2015).
43. The number of judges present has not been found to be correlated with the magnitude of participants’ stress response. See Julie Andrews et al., Effects of Manipulating the Amount of Social-Evaluative Threat on the Cortisol Stress Response in Young Healthy Men, 121 BEHAV. NEUROSCIENCE 871, 872–73 (2007).
44. See id.
45. Clemens Kirschbaum, Trier Social Stress Test, 3 ENCYCLOPEDIA PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY 1755 (2015).
46. Interestingly, SET can also be experienced in anticipation of negative evaluation. See Veronika Engert et al., Differentiating Anticipatory from Reactive Cortisol Responses to Psychosocial Stress, 38 PSYCHONEUROENDOCRINOLOGY 1328 (2013). That is, experiencing SET does not require actual negative evaluation, but telling individuals that they will have to undergo the process described above is sufficient in eliciting an experience of SET. This is important to keep in mind in that SET can be experienced without direct interactions between an evaluator and the evaluated.
47. Kirschbaum, supra note 45, at 1756.
48. Id.
49. Id.
Having judges wear laboratory coats is a tactic commonly used in psychological experimental paradigms to symbolize and cultivate an air of authority, and to further establish in-groups and out-groups. Additionally, an important goal of the TSST is to convey to participants that the judges possess the attributes and skills under evaluation. During the arithmetic task, for example, judges know the right answer. What the participant does not know, however, is that the judges almost always have a list of the correct answers in front of them. The simulation is meant to make participants feel that they are inadequate and being negatively evaluated by authorities, who are intellectually capable of performing the skills the participants are being asked to display.

Videotaping is meant to increase the evaluative climate of the TSST. An eloquent study using competitive dancers illustrates that more anonymity during a performance or evaluated task decreases the potency of the evaluative climate. In this study, which measured the intensity of SET experienced by competitive dancers, some performed a couple’s dance where they were the only dancers being evaluated. Other dancers performed with a dance troupe made up of sixteen individuals, which was being evaluated as a group. The researchers found that dancers performing a couple’s dance experienced more SET than the dancers in the large dance troupe. This difference was explained by the level of anonymity dancers experienced, with the dancers in the couple’s dance being less anonymous than dancers in the large dance troupe. In the same vein, videotaping a performance (or the TSST) decreases anonymity because others can view the videotape at a later time. As such, videotaping the TSST is one practice within the experimental paradigm that further ensures participants experience SET.

C. Social Evaluative Threat (SET) in Police-Public Encounters

In this section, we highlight the four elements described above that are critical to inducing SET and identify the likelihood of them occurring in a typical police-public encounter: (1) a central goal is presented; (2) the situation requires the participant to display skills or attributes through performance; (3) the goal is threatened because these skills and attributes might be negatively evaluated; and (4) the goal is threatened by factors that are out of the participant’s control. There are numerous reasons to believe that both police and individuals will experience SET during encounters. Nonetheless, for the purposes of the Article, we only take the perspective of the individual experiencing SET after being evaluated or anticipating being evaluated by an officer.

51. Dickerson & Kemeny, supra note 40, at 378.
53. Id. at 77–78.
54. Id. at 78.
1. Central Goal

Although individuals might have many goals that they want to achieve during an interaction with the police, we will assume that the average individual wants to prevent the interaction from escalating, leave without being cited or arrested, and walk away from the interaction unscathed. This last assumption may be more salient to black individuals, considering the historically violent relationship between police and people of color.

2. Displaying Skills or Attributes Through Performance

Police-public encounters require individuals to display skills or attributes through performance. Although the expected or required performance depends on the specific police-public interaction, most police-public encounters require two types of performance. The first is the individual’s response to the officer’s explicit instructions. This includes, for example, reaching for identification, putting hands up, not moving in a certain direction, standing back, answering questions, etc. The second is the individual’s response to implicit instructions. Implicit instructions are unspoken expectations that the officer might have for the individual such as no sudden movements or speaking in a respectful tone. These responses include displaying skills and attributes that increase the individual’s chances of reaching the central goal (e.g., prevent the interaction from escalating, leave without being cited or arrested, and walk away from the interaction unscathed). A display of skills could include volunteering information that a police officer did not explicitly request.

The series of events leading to the recent death of Philando Castile illustrates this type of voluntary display. The police officer asks Mr. Castile to provide identification. Although the officer does not directly instruct Mr. Castile to verbally respond, Mr. Castile informs the police officer that he is reaching for his identification and that he is in possession of a registered firearm. In this scenario, Mr. Castile is displaying skills (specifically, the ability to follow guidelines for carrying a firearm which include letting officers know that a firearm is on your body) and attributes (specifically, honesty and cooperation) through performance, in response to both explicit and implicit instruction.

57. Id.
3. Negative Evaluation

Third, the majority of police-public encounters (e.g., stop and frisk, pulling over a driver, approaching a suspect) involve the potential for the police to negatively evaluate individuals’ skills, attributes, and performances. Police-public encounters often involve an officer’s belief that the individual may be engaged in criminal activity.58 Regardless of whether the officer is actually negatively evaluating the individual, the individual often believes this is occurring, which is sufficient to trigger SET.

Furthermore, similar to the judges in the TSST experimental paradigm, police officers often do not give any positive reinforcement such as smiling or nodding to the individual during an interaction. These behaviors elicit SET, as shown in studies using TSST.59 Although training for officers across the U.S. is highly varied, a common thread in police training is to adopt hyper-macho traits that establish dominance over individuals.60 Police officers smiling and approaching individuals with other positive reinforcement cues are hard to imagine; the current culture of policing does not prioritize positive police-public interactions.

Additional similarities between the TSST paradigm and police-public encounters are officers’ uniforms and video cameras. Officers’ uniforms establish an air of authority just as the laboratory coats worn by the judges in the TSST do. This air of authority likely adds to the evaluative setting of police-public encounters. Further, the use of body cameras is currently under intensive debate.61 These cameras are now being implemented in police departments across the nation.62 Much of the conversation around body cameras has focused on their impact on officers’ behaviors.63 However, it is also likely that the presence of cameras adds to the evaluative setting of police-public encounters. Whether this additional method of evaluation is something that individuals welcome (if, for example, there is fear that the police officer will engage in misconduct) or simply something that makes individuals more nervous, and thus more likely to have trouble performing, is up for debate.

4. Goal Is Threatened by Uncontrollable Factors

Fourth, police-public encounters involve numerous factors that are out of an individual’s control. In fact, officers often react negatively when individuals do

58. Richardson, supra note 9, at 2972–73.
59. Kirschbaum, supra note 45, at 1756.
61. See Michael D. White, OFFICE OF CMTY. ORIENTED POLICING SERVS., POLICE OFFICER BODY-WORN CAMERAS: ASSESSING THE EVIDENCE (2014).
more than simply follow the officer’s orders.64 There is no standardized police training protocol across the country.65 But most officers are trained, in one form or another, to gain and maintain control of situations, such as through hyper-macho qualities.66 Police officers’ tactics to maintain control can involve command presence to instill verbal control and, if necessary, physical control.67 These tactics are designed and intended to take control away from individuals.

5. Implications of SET in a Police-Public Encounter

Overall, strong parallels are apparent between psychological experimental paradigms designed to elicit SET and a generalized police-public encounter. Furthermore, the four elements involved in SET can be identified in police-public encounters. Thus, we argue that members of the public likely experience SET when in a typical encounter, or anticipating a typical encounter, with an officer.

Although they are related, it is important to distinguish between SET and stereotype threat. Stereotype threat is one of the most commonly applied psychological constructs to the legal realm.68 Stereotype threat refers to the feeling that one is at risk of conforming to the stereotypes of one’s social group.69 For instance, a woman, might be concerned that if they perform badly on a math test, people may suspect that they have done poorly because they are a woman. In police-public encounters, black men may fear that they are at risk of being labeled “criminal” by police officers because they are black.

Let us draw out this latter example to help identify when and how SET and stereotype threat can coexist and when they do not. In the scenario of the black individual who is experiencing stereotype threat in a police-public encounter, his central goal (Element 1 of SET) may be a consequence of experiencing stereotype threat—perhaps his central goal is to avoid being labeled “criminal” without justification, as much as possible. He therefore may be motivated to display skills or attributes through performance (Element 2 of SET) by engaging in racial performance. More specifically, to help avoid being labeled “criminal,” he may act “less black” and “more white.”70 As such, experiencing stereotype threat shapes

64. See, e.g., CHRISTY E. LOPEZ, AM. CONSTITUTION SOC’Y FOR LAW & POLICY, DISORDERLY (MIS)CONDUCT: THE PROBLEM WITH “CONTEMPT OF COP” ARRESTS (2010).
66. See Cooper, supra note 60, at 674.
67. Id. at 726.
70. See, e.g., CARBADO & GULATI, supra note 55, at 96–100.
Elements 1 (his central goal) and 2 (his performance) of SET. Thus, stereotype threat and SET coexist.

However, it is also possible to conceive of police-public encounters that do not involve stereotype threat but do involve SET. Take, for example, an exchange between a police officer and an individual of a social group that is less often stereotyped as a criminal threat (e.g., white women). In this exchange, the individual's central goal and performance could be independent and uninfluenced by stereotype threat. For example, the individual could have the goal of portraying herself as a competent and ethical individual who made a mistake of driving over the speed limit. Her performance may include apologizing and explaining her actions. In this sense, she could be experiencing SET, but not stereotype threat. In sum, we encourage readers to conceive of SET as the “common denominator” of police-public interactions, upon which other social threats (such as stereotype threat) may or may not be layered, depending on the exact elements of the police-public interaction.

D. SEM: Typical Responses to SET and Their Role in Police-Public Encounters

To present evidence that is contextually valid and applicable to police-public encounters, in this section, we identify and describe only studies that use the TSST in their experimental paradigm, due to the parallels described previously between the TSST and police-public encounters.

1. Biological Consequences

The biological responses to SET are similar to what occurs when our bodies experience stress. When we are stressed, significant changes in the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis occur that ultimately end in the production of cortisol, a hormone that leads to biological changes. Further, in stressful situations, epinephrine causes a rapid activation of the cardiovascular system, resulting in biological changes such as elevated heart rate, elevated blood pressure, and the diversion of blood to muscles via the dilation of blood vessels that supply skeletal muscles.

There is overwhelmingly consistent evidence that SET induces stress, activating the HPA axis, and the cardiovascular system. For instance, in one study, almost ninety undergraduate students were asked to deliver a speech that they had only ten minutes to prepare. They were randomly assigned to one of three social conditions: (1) a SET condition in which they delivered their speech in front of a panel of confederate judges who were trained to only provide negative or neutral

73. Dickerson et al., supra note 71.
feedback (e.g., taking notes with a stoic expression); (2) a condition during which a confederate was merely present, but not evaluating them; or (3) a condition where they were alone in a room. The results demonstrated that only the participants in the SET condition demonstrated biological stress, as measured by significant changes in cortisol output, both pre- and post-task. Participants who gave a speech with nonevaluative confederates and those who gave a speech alone in a room, on the contrary, showed no signs of biological stress at any point in the experiment.

In another study, researchers asked twenty healthy men to undergo four of the most common laboratory stressors. The SET stressor involved giving a speech to a panel of judges. The other stressors were physical stress (placing a hand in a bucket of ice for several minutes), stress from physical exertion (riding a stationary bicycle), and cognitive stress (reading incongruent color-word cards, for example reading the word “yellow” out loud while it is printed in red ink). Again, subjects experiencing SET exhibited the strongest activation of the biological stress response as measured by cortisol levels pre- and post-task.

The results of both of these studies are consistent with a meta-analysis of 208 studies that found that SET induced the strongest biological stress response in subjects compared to other neutral contexts or other sources of stress. Importantly, measuring pre- and post-task cortisol levels reflects the difference in psychological states of being in an evaluative setting (post-task cortisol level) and not being in an evaluative setting (pre-task cortisol level).

In sum, there is strong evidence that SET is biologically stressful. Additionally, it is not the mere presence of others that causes this stress. Rather, it is the potential for or the actual experience of negative evaluation from others that acts as a catalyst for a strong biological stress response. This finding is consistent across many different study designs and contexts. These typical biological consequences of stress predispose and affect subsequent behavioral and cognitive outcomes. Individuals experiencing SET often act and think differently than they would in non-SET settings and these differences are, in part, a result of the typical biological changes involved when experiencing stress.

Next, we discuss the behavioral and cognitive consequences of SET, focusing on those consequences most relevant to police-public encounters, namely, how typical responses to SET might result in behaviors and cognitions that officers may
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believe signal criminality and dangerousness.

2. Behavioral Consequences

The behavioral consequences of SET are part of the evolutionary origins of the human stress response system. Reactions to stress evolved as a survival mechanism, allowing us and other mammals to react quickly to life-threatening situations. More specifically, the coordinated series of biological consequences to stress effectively helps us mobilize to either fight the source of threat or to flee from the threat (e.g., elevated heart rate, increased supply of blood to muscles).82 In doing so, other biological systems that help with longer-term gains (e.g., reproduction, digestion) are slowed.83 Energy is distributed not towards these systems that, in the long run, help us survive and procreate. Instead, energy is distributed to our muscles, for example, to help us more quickly mobilize in the presence of threat.84 These reactions to stress (including activation of the HPA axis described above) are also known as the “fight-or-flight” response.85 Most relevant studies summarized next illustrate that our bodies’ biological response to SET results in behaviors such as jitteriness and behavioral nervousness, which are often interpreted as signs of criminality and dangerousness.

Researchers in one study found that the mere anticipation of engaging in a task that elicited SET caused subjects to feel more jittery and less calm than subjects who did not anticipate a SET inducing task.86 Other studies illustrate that jitteriness and other markers of behavioral nervousness following SET are not just self-reported, but are observable by others.87 For example, in one study, forty participants engaged in an experimental task that elicited SET. In the experiment, these participants were videotaped, and later their behaviors were coded for behavioral nervousness, such as gestural signs of nervousness (nervous tick, self-touch) and speech-related signs of nervousness (nervous noises, nonfluent speech).88 Participants who were manipulated to feel powerless in the SET experiment exhibited the strongest signs of behavioral nervousness.89 That is, the behavioral nervousness that results from SET was shown to be exhibited most strongly among participants who felt powerless in the evaluative setting.

Together, there is evidence that the activation of the stress response system
predisposes individuals to behave nervously, that these behavioral responses are largely typical and biologically based, and that these are induced in SET settings. Even further, officers have reported using these observable markers to identify suspicious behaviors.  

3. Cognitive Consequences

The biological and behavioral consequences of stress are well-documented and well-replicated. A newer area of research focuses on the effects of SET on cognitive performance, which includes core executive functions such as memory, reaction time, and cognitive flexibility.  

3. Cognitive Consequences

The biological and behavioral consequences of stress are well-documented and well-replicated. A newer area of research focuses on the effects of SET on cognitive performance, which includes core executive functions such as memory, reaction time, and cognitive flexibility.  

A recent meta-analysis illustrates that acute stress does hamper working memory and cognitive flexibility. Other studies illustrate that cognitive impairments under acute stress extend to such functions as verbal recall and attention. Overall, there is emerging evidence that acute stress following SET results in hampered or impaired cognitive functioning that could affect police-public encounters, making memory retrieval, attention, reaction time, and cognitive flexibility more difficult to the individual under evaluation. These cognitive consequences may, in turn, contribute additionally to officers’ frustrations or increased suspicions of individuals.

E. Summary and Future Directions of Social Evaluative Mechanics (SEM)

Altogether, social psychological research demonstrates that SET consistently elicits a biological response in the human stress system that increases the likelihood of individuals engaging in behaviors and experiencing cognitive changes that
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officers may identify as suspicious. This intricate and complex interplay of social context, biology, behavior, and cognition, is what we call SEM.

It is important to acknowledge some limitations of SEM-related psychological research. First, SET effects are moderated by a host of factors including gender, age, childhood experiences, personality traits, physical activity, genetic factors, time of day, and even dietary intake. It is not within the scope of this Article to summarize these moderating effects. Rather, we simply highlight that SEM offers a general model or framework to better understand police-public encounters. Furthermore, on average, most people would experience the biological, behavioral, and cognitive consequences of SET outlined above. That is not to say that any person on any given day in any given police-public interaction would experience these consequences to the exact degree and in the exact way as another. Rather, in general, SEM should be considered when attempting to understand and improve police-public encounters.

CONCLUSION

The current state of the literature on SEM has several important implications. Several components of police officers’ common practices may increase the likelihood of individuals experiencing SET, thus contributing to the facilitation of SEM, predisposing individuals to behave in ways that officers find suspicious. These practices include the use of command presence and behavioral signals from officers that denote negative evaluation (e.g., stoic and unfriendly expressions). Further, it may be beneficial to train officers to enhance their understanding that the responses to SET may appear to increase suspicion when in fact these responses are typical and predictable.

Discourse surrounding police encounters has forced a rethinking of police’s
role in society and the way in which police officers interact with the public. Importantly, this rethinking is not only occurring at the grassroots level in movements like Black Lives Matter, but is also reverberating throughout the academic literature. Numerous psychological processes, some of which are described above, prior to and during an interaction between a police officer and the public have been proposed to alter the perception and/or behavior of both individuals. From implicit bias to racial anxiety to stereotype threat, social scientists and legal scholars have collaborated to develop an understanding of the psychological processes that motivate specific behaviors. Moreover, these collaborations have led to the development of our collective academic conceptualization with an aim to reduce the probability that an interaction leads to violence and increase the likelihood that an observed behavior is perceived more accurately. We encourage legal scholars to consider SEM in this context of police-public encounters, and to collaborate with psychologists to investigate the role of SET in police-public encounters.